INTRODUCTION
As documentée e. g. in [4] and [1] (in particular in [2] and [3] ) the theory of graph grammars is a well-motivated research area. However, this theory is much poorer than that of the classical "string" grammars. This is due not only to the fact that the subject is intrinsically more difficult (a graph is a more complicated structure than a string) but also to the fact that the number of people working in this area is considerably smaller than the number of people working on string grammars.
In the present state of the theory, new approaches to defming graph languages are still needed (as well as in depth research of old approaches). In particular, we do not have yet the class of graph grammars (and languages) which would correspond to finite automata (and regular languages). What we mean by this 164 D. JANSSENS, G. ROZENBERG correspondance is that (1) one would like to have a very "natural" device to generale nontrivial languages (as a fini te automaton is), and (2) one would like to have a class of graph languages that would be as essentialfor the theory of graph languages as the regular languages are for string languages.
In this paper we present an attempt that could provide a solution of (1) above. Our approach is methodologically quite analogous to that of defining languages by transition graphs (of finite automata). The notion of a graph is a natural generalization of the notion of a string and in finite automata theory one uses one (transition) graph to define a set of strings (its language). The notion of a hypergraph generalizes the notion of a graph. In our approach we will use one hypergraph (equipped with an additional graph structure) to define a set of graphs (its language).
The aim of this paper is to introducé some basic notions and formalisms concerning our approach, to illustrate it by examples and to compare several classes of graph-generating Systems that we introducé. A basic notion concerning hypergraphs is that of the intersection of its "blocks" (edges); the génération of graphs in our system is nothing els but gluing given "elementary" graphs (blocks equipped with graph structure) to each other in a way controlled by the hypergraph structure. In this way the opération of gluing of graphs becomes very central for our paper. This opération was used already before in graph grammars (see e. g. [2] and [3] in [1] ). However it seems to us that the basic idea of the "hypergraph Systems", considered in this paper, is new.
I. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we recall some basic terminology and notation to be used in this paper.
(1) Let X be a set. Then gP(X) dénotes the set of all subsets of X and Id x dénotes the identity relation on X.
(2) For a function g from A into B, Im(g) dénotes the range of g. (3 ) Let A, B, C be sets and let ƒ, g be fonctions from A into B and from B into C respectively. Then by g o ƒ we dénote the composition of ƒ and g (first ƒ and then g)-(4) An unlabelled graph, in the sequel simply called "graph", is a pair H = (V, E) where Fis afinite nonempty set, called the set ofnodes of H, and £ is a set of multisets of two éléments from F; E is called the set of edges of H. If H is a graph, then by V H and E H we will dénote the set ofnodes and the set of edges of H respectively. (6) I&tX = (V x , E x ) be a graph and let 7be a subset of V x . Then X y dénotes the full subgraph of X with node set 7 (7) Graphs X and 7 are called disjoint if F x n F r = 0.
(8) The âfegree of a graph X is the maximal number of edges, incident to one node of X.
(9) Let H and M be graphs. A function h from V H into F M is called a (graph-) homomorphism from H into M if {{h (x), A (y)} | {x, y} G E H } g £ M . h is an isomorphism from H onto M if A is bijective homomorphism from V H onto K M and A" 1 is a bijective homomorphism from V M onto V H . If there exists an isomorphism from H into M then we say that H is isomorphic to M.
(10) A graph X is called discrete if £ x = 0. If X is a discrete graph and 7 is a graph, then every function from V x into V Y is a graph homomorphism from X into 7 (11) A hyper graph is a system # = ( F, £, ƒ ) where Fis afinite nonëmpty set, called the set oïnodes of H, E is afinite set. called the set of edges of H and ƒ is an injective function from E into 0>{V\ such that y ƒ (e)= K; ƒ is called the edge eeE function of H. 1ÎH is a hypergraph, then the set of nodes of H, the set of edges of H and the edge function of H will be denoted by V Hi E H and f H respectively.
(12) Let H = (K, £,ƒ) be a hypergraph. By int H we dénote the set {X|X#Ç) and there exist distinct edges e, e in £ such that /(^)n/(ê) = J} (mr if is the set of intersections of i/).
(13) Let G be a gra.ph-generating system. Them L(G) dénotes the language generated by the system G. Two graph-generating Systems G and G are called
(14) In thefollowing, if X dénotes a class of graph-generating Systems (e. g. H Systems, FDH Systems, etc. ), then by $£ (X) we will dénote the set of languages L for which there exists a X system G such that L = L(G).
Gluing graphs is the very basic opération used in our paper. Formally it is defined as follows. DÉFINITION 1.1: Let A, B and H be graphs and let ƒ be a discrete graph. Let ƒ and g be injective homomorphisms from I into A and into B respectively. Then we say that H is the gluing of A and B along I by ƒ and g if H is isomorphic to the graph (F, E) constructed as follows. B and x, Let A be an isomorphismfrom the graph (F, E) into ƒƒ, \stf = hoh A , and let g be definedbyg(x) = /ïo/ï B forxG F B \ Im(^)andi(x)=/of og'^x^for xelm(g). Then ƒ and g are isomorphisms from A and B respectively into subgraphs of H. f and g will be called the natural injections of A into H and B into H respectively. D
The gluing opération is illustrated by example 1.1. In the rest of this paper we wili frequently use the set of nodes of I instead of the graph / itself. The homomorphisms ƒ and g of the above définition are then simply injective functions from a finite nonempty set into V A and V B . REMARK 1.1: The gluing of two graphs along a third one is a classical opération in graph grammars {see, e. g., [2] ). An alternative way of defining this opération is to use the pushout construction as discussed in [2] . We use a somewhat different notion of homomorphism. However one can easily see that the set of graphs we consider together with the set of graph homomorphisms we consider form a cathegory. Then the pushouts in this cathegory (defined analogously to [2] , seeïig. 1.3) correspond to the construction of définition 1.1. The following technical notion will be very useful in the sequel. DÉFINITION 
1.2: If
Jf is a set of graphs, then a trace over Jjfisa. triple (A, H, g) such that A is a graph, HeJtf* and g is an injective homomorphism from H into
A. • II. HYPERGRAPH SYSTEMS
In this section a grammatical device to define graph languages is introduced-it is very basic for this paper. It is based on hypergraphs. Given a hypergraph onefirst imposes on its node set an additional graph structure. Then one uses edges of such a hypergraph as elementary blocks (letters) to build graphs. The way that these elementary blocks are glued together is controlled through the structure of the given hypergraph (the way its edges intersect). Formally such a construct is defined as follows. DÉFINITION Observe that in performing a dérivation step in a H System (and in all Systems to be considered in this paper later on) the number of nodes, as well as the number of edges, is never decreased.
When deriving a graph in the language of a hypergraph system one uses the edges of the "underlying hypergraph" as building blocks. The way that those building blocks are glued together is determined by the way that edges in the hypergraph intersect. Hence it is natural to consider a system also based on a hypergraph, in which rather than to follow "consécutive" edges and glue them according to their intersections, one "follows" the intersections themselves. DÉFINITION (2.1) B is the gluing of A and (und G)~ along u by a and Id" where a is the restriction of g to u, and:
The relation h is defmed to be the transitive and the reflexive closure of K If
where ((und G) e , e, w in , Id^( e) ) and (M, ?, M, g) are extended traces for G}.
• A description of the dérivation:
HYPERGRAPH SYSTEMS AND THEIR EXTENSIONS
<lund G\, e u u m , , e 2 , {o 4 }, G G is depicted in figure 2.4. REMARK 2.3: Our proofs will be presented somewhat informally. Since the forma.lism of graph-rewriting Systems we consider in this paper is ra.ther involved (a situation common to pra.ctically all graph grammars considered in the literature), in this way (we hope) our proofs are more readable. We hope that our proofs are rigorous enough so that if necessary the reader can complete them to very formai (and tedious) proofs. with n ^ 1 and either m = n-\ or m = n.
L (G) = L (G) then it is clear that (und G
)
Now assume G = (H, F, u m ) is an IH system with L(G) = L(G).
Since the graphs of the form.
. are in L (G), u-contains either one node or two nodes.
First let us assume that w in contains only one node. Then since L(G) contains more than one graph, there exist edges e, e in Ejj such that^(e) n/^(e) = u in , (und G) e is of the form,
• and
with M lr M 2 , gi,g 2 as described in définition 2.7 then it is easily seen that M 2 is of the form (*) with «^m + 2; a contradiction. 
(und G)-is of the form
Now it is easily seen that the graph M 2 obtained by: and where V = Ç) and e m = e x . Let G be the IH system (ift, r,w in ) where #=#,
Although hypergraph Systems and intersection-based hypergraph Systems were presented as grammatical (thus generative) devices there is a quite close analogy between those Systems and finite automata defining string languages. Given the transition graph of a finite automaton one may view this quite naturally as a hypergraph system where all the edges are of cardinality two. Following edges in the transition graph of a finite automaton corresponds to following edges in the multigraph system and so it corresponds to an H system. On the other hand, following sta,tes (nodes) in the transition graph corresponds to following intersections in an IH system. However, this analogy is not complete because in (the transition graph of) a finite automaton there are two additional components controlling the way it defines a language. Firstly, transitions are directed, and so if after a transition A a transition B follows it does not necessarily mean that A can follow B; in other words, transitions do not have to be "symmetrie". Secondly, certain "places" (nodes) are distinguished as terminal places and a dérivation following the transition graph is considered successful only if its last step corresponds to aterminal place in the graph. We will now consider these two additional "control features" within the framework of H Systems and IH Systems. In this way one can view H Systems and IH Systems as examples of the exhaustive approach to graph language définition: one takes into the language of a given system everything the System générâtes (each "intermediate" graph also belongs to the language). On the other hand the Systems we will consider next may be viewed as an example of a "sélective" approach to graph language définition: from the set of ail graphs that a System générâtes one takes into the language of the system only those graphs that satisfy a certain "filtering condition". DÉFINITION If in a GFH system G^{H, F, e in , £ fm) C), £ fin = £ w , then we omit £ fln from the spécification of G. In this case G will be called a GH system. On the other hand if G = (H, F, e lTïi £ fin , C) and C = {(e, e)\e t eeE H andf H (e)nf H (è)*Ç)} then we omit C from the spécification of G and we say that G is a FH System. Analogously, we defme GIH Systems and FIH Systems. A GIH System is a GFIH system G~(H, F, u in) I fin , C) where I ïm = int{H)\ in this case, 7 fin will be omitted from the spécification of G. If on the other hand C 1 ) G abbreviates "gericht'* which is "directed" in Dutch. where:
and:
The System G is depicted in figure 2 .5: 
L(G)
is the set of graphs of the form depicted in figure 2.7.
We conclude this section with thefollowing observation. Although the graphlanguage generating Systems discussed in this section bear a certain similarity to finite automata defming string languages there are certain important différences between our Systems and finite string-automata. Since our Systems defme graphs rather than strings, they are considerably more difficult to analyze. In particular, certain questions concerning the etïectiveness of defming graph-languages by our Systems turn out to be undecidable, while the corresponding questions for finite string-automata are "easily" decidable. Here is an example of such a situation. THEOREM 
2.2: For two arbitrary given GFH Systems G and G, it is undecidable whether or not L(G) n L(G) is empty.
Proof: We show that a décision procedure for this question yields a décision procedure for the Post Correspondence Problem.
Let 4 = <<*!, <x 2 , ..., a B > and £ = <P 1} p 2) ..., p"> be two lists of words from { 0, 1} + . Since a formai description of the construction is complicated, we give only an intuitive idea of it.
Firstly, for every word <x t in A (and p f in B) we construct the graph oc U) (P We are now ready to construct the GFH System G=(#, F, e in , £ fm C) where H is the hypergraph (K Mf {^0, e* 1 ', e< 2) , ..., ^n > , 4 1 *, 4 2) , . .., 4">},/) with: The language L{G) consists of the graphs of the form of figure 2.9. Let G be the GFH System G =(H, F, 7 in , £ fin , C) where: L (G ) is the set of graphs of the form depicted in figure 2.9 such that the word, corresponding to the "upper half' of the graph equals the word, corresponding to the "lower half' of it.
We conclude that L{G) n L(G)#0 if and only if the instance (A 9 B) of the Post Correspondence problem has a solution.
• Observe that the proof technique can be modified to yield an analogous theorem for GFIH Systems.
III. OVERLAPPING GRAPH SYSTEMS
In all the Systems considered in the last section one notices the following phenomenon: even though two intersecting edges of a hypergraph (including their graph structure) may differ considerably, they always axe identical within their intersection area. Since in a dérivation step only intersecting edges may be used, this particular feature implies the following restriction: if X is an intermediate graph obtained in a dérivation of a graph Y and X contains two nodes x l5 x 2 withnoedgeConnectingthem,thenalsoin r(nodescorresponding to) x x and x 2 will have no edge Connecting them. For this reason it seems natural to consider Systems in which the basic building blocks will be graphs. Some of these graphs may have common nodes, however the structure of edges on the nodes common to two different graphs may be quite different. Such Systems are considered in this section. A, H, g), (B, H, g ) be traces for G. We say that (A, H, g) directly dérives (B, H, g ) in G, denoted
{A 9 H,g)h(B,B,g),i£:
(1) u~V H nV s *Ç), (2.1) B is the gluing of A and H along H u by a and P where a is the restriction of g to u and p equals Id u , and: (2.2) g is the natural injection of H into B.
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By F we dénote the transitive and the reflexive closure of the relation K If
G G (A, H, g) £ (J3, H, g) then we say that (A, H, g) dérives (B, H, g) in G.
• The relation I-is defined to be the transitive and the reflexive closure of K If This gives rise to GO Systems, FO Systems, GIO Systems and FIO Systems, analogously to GH, GH, GIH and FïH Systems. In the above we assume that v t #• Vj whenever i #ƒ In this way the intersection structure is automatically given. We will use this convention throughout this paper.
The language L(G) consists of the graphs of one of the forms depicted in figure 3.1. As in remark 3.1 it is obvious that every XH System can be considered as a special form of a XO System where X stands for G, F, GF, GI, FI or GFI.
In the rest of this section we compare the graph-language generating power of the Systems considered so far.
We start by investigating Systems based on edges (rather than on intersections). LEMMA This implies however that L (G) contains either disconnected graphs or graphs of an arbitrarily large degree: indeed, after derivingMi one can choose to glue H; followed by H. Repeating these two steps an arbitrary number n of times, either the degree of the resulting graph M is increased each time H is used, or the number of connected components of M is increased. Since we have (M" ƒ/, g) f-(M 2 , H,g) and He3t rm v/c know that there exists traces (M,HJi)
Since H e Jtf rm we see that MeL(G).
G
However, if n^l then it is easily seen that M £L{G), a. contradiction. D
LEMMA 3.2: if (GH)\if (FH)#Ç).
Proof: This is an easy conséquence of remark 3.2: the GO System G from the proof of lemma 3.1 can be considered as a GH System, and Proof: This result follows easily from lemma 3.1, lemma 3.3 and from the fact that every O system (3^, H in ) can be considered as being a GO system {$f y H iny C) with C={(H H)\H, Se/ and V H nV Ê ïQ)} as well as a FO system (Jf\ H in , ^f in ) with jf fin = Jf. D THEOREM 3.2. i/ y (GH) and i^(FH) are incomparable but not disjoint. Proof: This result follows easily from lemma 3.2, lemma 3.4 and from the fact that every H system can be considered as being a GH system as well as a FH system.
thus Jïf (G)eJîf (GH)\jSf (FO). Since J*?(FH)gjS?(FO) we have L(G)6JS?(GH)\if(FH
• 
Proof:
The O system G of the proof of theorem 3.3 can be considered as a GO system and the same reasoning shows that L(G)$ $£ (GH). D Proof: This is an easy conséquence of remark 3.2: the GIO System G from the proof of lemma 3.5 can be considered as a GIH system. Since the result follows. D LEMMA 
3.7: S£(FIO)\i? (GIO)^Ç).
Proof: Consider the FIO system g = (jff 9 u-I üü ) with: Proof: The result follows from lemma 3.5 and lemma 3.7, and from the fact that every IO system can be considered to be a FIO System as well as a GIO system. • THEOREM 3.6: i?(FIH) and $£(GIH) are incomparable but not disjoint. Proof: This result follows from lemma 3.6 and 3.7 andfrom the fact that every IH system can be considered to be a FIH system as well as a GIH system.
• Proof: The inclusion follows from remark 3.2. To prove the strict inclusion consider the GIO system G = (Jf, u in , C) where jf={U l , H 2 } with: 
IV. FINITE GRAPH-AUTOMATA
Although there is an analogy between intersections in Systems we consider and states in finite automata, this analogy cannot be pushed too far. When one considers stades (nodes) in the transition graph of a finite automaton as intersections (of edges) then these are very simple intersections: they consist of one node only. In our Systems we may have intersections of arbitrary cardinality between arbitrary many edges (graphs). This implies that in gênerai if an intersection involves m edges (graphs) then the pairwise intersections of these edges are not independent. To remove this obstacle we will equip our Systems explicitly with states-a state being now an abstract entity remembering a spécifie information about the dérivation performed so far. As usual, we will consider Systems with a finite number of states only. Such Systems are defined formally as follows. DÉFINITION nd ô is undefined on the rest of Q x E.
The séquence of dérivation steps:
is depicted in figure 4,1.
We conclude this section by demonstrating that fmite graph-automata generalize both GFO Systems and GFIO Systems. THEOREM We show that L(jtf) = L(G).
Let (^4, H i5 r x , gi ) and (B, Hj-, r 2 , g 2 ) be extended traces for G and assume that (A 9 H i9 r l9 g 1 )t-{B 9 Hj 9 r 29 g 2 )'
Let^ be the restriction of g x Xor 1 and let B be the Starting from the observation that the notion of a hypergraph generalizes the notion of a graph, we have shown that if one equips a hypergraph with an "ordinary" graph structure, then this hypergraph naturally defines a family of graphs (a graph language). We have presented hère a number of Systems defining graph languages. The major objective of this paper was to introducé aformalism adequate to discuss these Systems, to illustrate them by examples and to compare the classes of languages they generate.
As far as the comparison of the generative power of the Systems is concerned, the basic missing results are the following.
(i) For the edge-based approach we do not know whether the inclusion J §?(GFH)CJ5?(GFO) is strict.
(ii) For the intersection-based approach we do not know whether the inclusion J5f(GFIH)gL(GFIO) is strict.
(iii) We do not know whether the inclusions ^(GFO)gif (FGA) and £e (GFIO)gj^(FGA) are strict
In our opinion four majo: relationships to be considered are the following relationships between the edge-based approach and the intersection-based approach.
